
 

The serial song "Kailasanathan" is one of the most popular songs of the Kairali TV channel. You can download this song in mp3
or in video format. “Kailasanathan” is a Malayalam TV Serial which airs on Asianet. It features Vishnu, Samvrutha Sunil,
Vishwa, Vineeth Kumar among others. The story line revolves around two friends who are national level shooters and their
struggle to shoot for India under the Indian flag while fighting against scheming international players including Noushad, an
international player who happens to be their coach. The serial song is composed by "V.Jayakrishnan" and title "Kailasanathan" is
sung by "Sandesh Shandilya". The song has done by V.Jayakrishnan and Sandesh Shandilya in the voice of Chakravarthy and in
the playback version. The song is released by the Kairali TV channel to promote the serial. The song was released on Youtube
on 24 May 2015. The video has no story but it features the highlights of the serial. It shows some photographs of shooting
involving many actors and actresses, photographs of places (partly), framing picture of an actress (maybe Samvrutha Sunil),
other short videos, etc. The song also shows Samvrutha Sunil in an interview saying "Kailasanathan" which means "The one who
is like the Lord Shiva". The lyrics were written by Rajeev Nair and composed by V. Jayakrishnan with lead vocals by Sandesh
Shandilya. The song is available in many formats, such as MP3, M4A, M4B and Mp4.

On 24 May 2015, the song was released on Youtube. The video has no story but it features the highlights of the serial. It shows
some photographs of shooting involving many actors and actresses, photographs of places (partly), framing picture of an actress
(maybe Samvrutha Sunil), other short videos, etc. The Asianet channel has uploaded this video on their official channel here: 

Kailasanathan full Song Audio Released Through YouTube - https://youtu.be/0XaQhGFaCnE 

http://www. kairalitv.in/kailasanathan-song-full-released/ The song has got more than 38000 views in the first week of its
release The song was also released on YouTube by Asianet 

https://web.archive.org/web/20130626004607/http://www.enkivillarasu.com/?p=474 The Song is now one of the most famous
songs ever released by the Malayalam channel "Asianet"

Vishnu Manchu, Kairali TV serial Kailasanathan title song shoot held at Ramoji Film City - http://www.bigadda.
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